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(0 you who believe! do not take for intimate friends from among others than your own people; they do not fall short of inflicting loss upon you; they love what distresses you; vehement hatred has already appeared from out of their mouths, and what their breasts conceal is greater still; indeed, We have made the communications clear to you, if you will understand) 118 Surah Aal-e-Imran

Allah Almighty says: (What! is he who goes prone upon his face better guided or he who walks upright upon a straight path?) 22 Surah Al-Mulk.

The wretched man is the one who is astray in misguidance so his heart relapsed in Kufr and the truth becomes to him falsehood and the falsehood becomes truth, so he remains always in stumble and trouble, this is the status of the traitors of Ahli Sunnah who lost the way of Allah and followed their whims so they allied the Rafida the enemies of the religion so they lived humiliated in the slope. And the blessed one is who knew the truth and chose it and acted according to it, so he took the righteous path walking confidently his head raised on a clear correct methodology, with no stumbling or crises or wallow confusion, this is the status of the mujahidin who are on a clear proof from their Lord, taking His path, fighting the Rafida enemies of the religion, and lie in wait for them in every ambush: (What! is he who has a clear argument from his Lord like him to whom the evil of his work is made fair seeming: and they follow their low desires) 14 Surah Muhammad.

The treacherous political leaders from Ahli Sunnah for a decade were forts and walls between the Rawafid and the mujahidin, since they have sold their religion and they betrayed their compatriots when they entered with the Safavid government in an alleged political process, so they defended the Rafida desperately and they sold to them for very small positions, and they unleashed to them to kill, imprison, rape and torture Ahli Sunnah, until when their prisons became filled with men and women of Ahli Sunnah and they plundered and seized the riches of Iraq they began against their partners and allies from the criminals of Ahli Sunnah by eradicating and removing them one after another.

O’ Ahli Sunnah in Iraq, time has come for you to know the reality of your politicians who remained for long years dragging you behind them to the dark tunnel of democracy, and they lead you from crisis to crisis and from one relapse to another, none of them was able for a decade to release one woman from the Safavid prisons, since the Rafida consider them more humiliated and despicable to do so. A decade of oppression, killing, detention, displacement and sabotage, while the politicians are silent like the graves, everyone says: “My post my post, my chair my chair!” They filled their pockets and built palaces and
increased their bank accounts, nothing other than that, nothing justifying the crimes of the Rafida and deceiving Ahli Sunnah and drugging them by empty promises.

O’ Ahli Sunnah know of some matters and be well aware of it, these are seven facts which we remind you of so observe it:

Firstly: Your blessed rebellion against the Safavid government is the beginning of the end of your crises and keeps an end to your defeats, it is the beginning of the correct way to retrieve your dignity and rights and sovereignty, so beware from retreating, continue may Allah bless you and guide your steps, and we are with you keeping our souls before yours.

Secondly: The reality of your politicians have been exposed, and it even isn’t a secret to the children, that they are unable to achieve any of your legitimate demands or retrieve or get any of your plundered rights, and even one of them cannot protect himself if the Safavids turn against him let alone to protect his guards, so how could they protect others? That can never be.

(Arabic poetry)

There is no party member among them - may Allah not bless them – who doesn’t betray

None of them is capable of giving benefit and they are then most patient on humiliation

Thirdly: Your Politicians were never angry for the violation of the sanctities of Allah, and they were never concerned for the imprisonment of the women of the Muslims or the violation of their honors, they shrugged off hundreds of thousands of prisoners and detainees, they didn’t care for the millions of homeless and wretched and extremely poor, they care for the Iranian sovereignty on Iraq, and the Safavid government remained to them the political partner and its decision is the legitimate decision whatever it was, until when the table is turned on them and the fire of the Safavids burns his chair he shivers and incites his followers and his rhetoric changes exploiting the blood and honors and money of the Muslims, and the government becomes then oppressive authoritarian sectarian that works to eradication, ablation, exclusion and marginalization and rising and rebelling against it is a must! Subhanallah! Is that now when you were yesterday its partners and allies and one of its pillars? Are you from the same government? No it is only trading with the honors of your Ummah.

Fourthly: O’ Our people know that the Rafida even if their Mazhabs varied and their movements and affiliations and sects differed since their goal and project is one, it has been stated by one of their chiefs and criminals (Baqir Jabr) when said insolently on the satellite channels: “Ahli Sunnah to us are three categories: a type that should be killed, and a type that should be jailed, and a type that should be servants for us”, and who observes the statements of this evil man and looks to the reality of Iraq now and what is happening to Ahli Sunnah now from killing, detention and humiliation will realize the truth. They do that and make these statements despite of the presence of
who are fighting them and repelling their might and evil against Ahli Sunnah, so how will it be if there were no mujahidin to repel them and pay back twofold?

So beware beware Ahli Sunnah, this is the reality of the Rafida and their senior criminals have told you their project towards you (vehement hatred has already appeared from out of their mouths, and what their breasts conceal is greater still; indeed, We have made the communications clear to you, if you will understand) 118 Surah Aal-e-Imran.

those are the ones whom your politicians insist to participate with them in their project, and if the idiot dog of Iran (Nouri) revealed his hatred and showed the fangs of his betrayal the other Radifa is still showing softness and pretends to be a sheep for new traitor politicians from Ahli Sunnah to ally with them to replace their idiot (Nouri) who will carry out for Ahli Sunnah some demands and scatter some crumbs to absorb your anger and put out your raged volcano, so you enter new elections to witness other cycles of humiliation and shame and killing and arrest, so don’t be bit from the same hole twice, since the Rafida who didn’t reveal their intentions yet shall be most grievous and bitter, and if the lunatic Muqtada prayed with you and gave you sweet talk while his militias now are killing Ahli Sunnah in Al-Sham, and if you have forgotten their atrocities against you in Baghdad and Tal Afar and the mosques that they have burned and your sons whom they have killed and your women whom they raped, then a day will come when you will see their reality and then you will curse everyone who sheltered them or made peace with them.

Fifthly: The Safavid government will suppress you with all its strength and it won’t hesitate to kill and shed your blood, and indeed it had begun to do so, and it is escalating as you see, they have begun to suppress you similar to the way of the Nusayriyah in Al-Sham as one arrow resembles another beginning with the statements and threats of that appeared on the tongue of their idiot Nouri: “These demonstrators take 100 Dollars to go out”, “These politicized demonstrations”, “This is only a bubble”, “Stop it or you will be stopped”, “They are a group of foreign powers and agendas”! and so on from statements and threats which the Nusayriyah used before him, and passing by the procedures of closing the cities and cutting the roads, preventing the demonstrators from reaching their destination, preventing the worshipers from leaving the mosques, dispersing the demonstrators, swearing and verbal abuse and beatings, exploiting the herds of the army and militias and the capabilities of Iraq to organize counter demonstrations, and ending with killing, demolition, detention and indiscriminate war.

O’ Ahli Sunnah these are facts, the Rafida didn’t have a chance to control Iraq since their establishment, so don’t think they will leave it but rather they will fight to the death, so O’ Ahli Sunnah be certain that what happened to us in Iraq on the hands of the Rafida and the crusaders and what is happening to our people today in Al-Sham on the hands of the Nusayriyah won’t be equal to the tenth of what you will receive on the hands of the Rafida of Iraq when they will show their full reality.
And you will only have two choices: either bow to the Rafida and be humiliated and that can never be, or carry the arms and you will have the upper hand. And if you weren’t cautious and didn’t take your arms you will suffer from horrors on the hands of the Rafida who are still deceiving you.

Sixthly: The slogans that you are raising today have been raised by the mujahidin since many years, and your demands and sufferings today the mujahidin have always warned you from it if you if you make peace with the Rafida, so be certain O’ Sunnah of Iraq that there is no use of peace with the Rafida and no avail of longanimity towards them and ask the people of Al-Sham and none can inform you like the one who has experience.

Seventhly: Gaining dignity, freedom, lifting the injustice and shaking off the dust of humiliation was and will never be except by the barrage of bullets and spilling blood, and ask history about that in all the nations, this is a tribute that should be paid by who want to achieve that, and the tribute of subservience and humiliation and submission is many times heavier than the tribute of dignity, and these two tributes are not alike at all, you have paid the first tribute and are still paying it because of your political parties, blocs and their reckless policies, O’ sons of Ahli Sunnah choose, either elections and the tribute of humiliation, or arms, jihad and the tribute of pride and dignity, you have to pay one of these tributes, so choose between two groups: a group that goes prone upon their faces, and a group that walks upright upon a straight path.

O’ youth of Ahli Sunnah in Iraq, O’ rejecters of humiliation in north and south of Baghdad, O’ people of chivalry in Diyala, O’ rejecters of injustice in Nineveh, Kirkuk and Salahuddin, O’ zealous in Anbar, will our freewomen be detained and raped in the Safavid prisons and our response will be crying and wailing like women? Will the Rafida violate the sanctities of our homes at day and night while we implore and beg like children? Will our honors be seen and our sons imprisoned as we respond by helpless condemnation and denunciation? Will our goods be plundered and our money looted and our homes usurped while we imploringly beg?

(Arabic poetry)

Will the villainy and garbage rule us and the monkeys decide our fate
We got used to the tears of humiliation until we got fed up from what we say and repeat
Will we live like cattle not caring and claim that it is an affluent life
And the inhabitants leave the land and the Hudud are violated
And we chew our humiliation while the disgrace walks on our shoulders and it has soldiers?

The English Translation of speech of sheikh Abu Mohammed Al-Adnani
Official spokesman for the Islamic State of Iraq
No O’ youth of Sunnah, we weren’t so and will not be so; we weren’t humiliated and will not be humiliated

(Arabic poetry)

The time will never humiliate me, since between me and humiliation is the sword

Continue your blessed uprising, be prepared to carry the arms, I swear by Allah that the Rafida will force you to carry it and you will carry it voluntarily or by force even after a while, then only the honor will be safeguarded and the dignity will be retrieved and the rights recovered.

O’ Allah preserve the blood of the Muslims, O’ Allah release their prisoners, O’ Allah give guidance to their misguided, heal their afflicted and cure their wounded, O’ Allah give empowerment to them in the land, O’ Allah who wants something bad to the Muslims then take him you are the Honorable Dominant. O’ Allah fight the Rafida and Nusayriyah you are capable of that, O’ Allah defeat them, O’ Allah disgrace them and do not raise a banner for them and do not achieve a goal for them and make them a lesson and sign for those who come after them, La Hawla wa La Quwwata Illa Billah.
Greetings from your brethren
At
(Furasn Al-Balagh Media)

Forget us not and the Mujahideen from your Du'a